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A FEARFUL SILENCE

A DANGEROUS silence is threatening to settle over the Unioo. It is a silence which
is enveloping us almost unnoticed. Its insidious approach was highligbted by a recent
event in Johannesburg.

On February 7th an exhibition of photographs on tbe Western Areas Removal Scheme
was opened in that city. The exhibition was centrally situated. The speakers were Patrick
Duncan. A1ao Paton and Father Trevor Huddlcston. The photographs were well chosen and
skilfully arranged. They told the story of the removal dispassionately and more clear!;'
than any number of words could have done. In fact, the occasion gave the European public
of Johannesburg. which is largely anti-Nationalist, the opportunity to protest against this
immoral scheme in the easiest possible way - by attending an exhibition so sited as to cause
anyone wishing to visit it the minimum of inconvenience and effort, by hearing three very
good speakers speak briefty and pointedly and by laking a quiet stroll round the photographs
themselves. Yet, out of the whole, vast, white popufation of Johannesburg only about a
hundred people came. Why was this?

One reason was, without dOUbt, the silence of the local Press which consistently refused
to give any worthwhile publicity to the exhibition. It has become accepted that the Nationalist
papers refuse to ~ve space to the views of those who oppose their policies but one would
expect the opposition "Press to give full scope to the reasoned views of those who are
Nationalism's opponents. Instead, in this inslance, this oPFition Press gave the minimum
of space to those whose views were not the Government s, while publiShing in detail the
remarks of those who were. This is an unusual way of opposing and may be directly
attributable to the fear of many South African editors of havmg to Tace a charge of incite
ment. Does the Press 90 fear Its own suppression that it is no longer pre~ to run the
risk: of outspoken opposition to the Government? If that is 50 then the freedom of the
Press is 00 longer li (act in this country and it has beeo lost, not because the Government
has taken it away, but because the Press itself regards ilS own continued existence as more
important than its own continued freedom. .

However, it is not only the Press which has had" the fear of God " 6~ into it by the
Nationalists. The enveloping silence spreads its tentacles more widely and conspicuously
than that. Many pe<lple stayed away from the Western Areas Exhibition because of theu
present or incipIent fear of being associated with proclaimed opponents of Government
policies. People excuse themselves from protesting against actions which are morally in
defensible on the ground that these actions are .. tlielaw of the land to; others do so because
they say their rrotests will serve no purpose anyway; others have become so impressed
by the range 0 the Government's that they have begun to seduce themselves into the belief
that perhaps. after all, its policies may succeed; still others know that what the Government
does is wrong but do not show their disapproval for fear of the consequences; a great many
more simple don't care.

This silence, of the Press and of the Public, is extremely dangerous. It is incredible
that a large number of newspapers, whose function is ostensibly to" oppose" the Nationalists,
sbould be muzzling themselves instead of putting the full onus for any sort of censorship
firmly on the Nationalists. The fact that to restrain themselves in this way is to deny every
thing that is best in the long history of the stru~e for a free press, does not seem to carry
much weight. A large section of the public. whichooes not support the Government, no longer
opposes it i;" any real se.n~ of.the word. That they are conniving at the destruction of all
that is best ID Western CiVlhzauon does not appear to concern these people unduly. It would
be tragic if the rest of us should allow our own fears of the consequences to gag and stifle
our opposition to Nationalism. We should then have embmced the sifence offear. ""We should
only be fit for the silence of the grave.


